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Vibrocorer (Buoyant-Frame Mode)
McGregor GeoScience Limited operates a Rossfelder P-5 Vibrocore.
Rossfelder vibrocorers can operate in the Buoyant-Frame Mode or in the RigidFrame Mode. The patented Buoyant-Frame arrangement is a very efficient and
easy way to deploy the vibrocorers, leaving the use of the Rigid-Frame for such
special situations as insufficient water-depths or strong currents. With the
Buoyant-Frame, the Vibrocorer is maintained in proper vertical position by two
guidelines held taut between a Float Package and a Weightstand. The larger
Weightstand is provided with ballast boxes so the easy-to-find ballasting
material such as lead bags or scrap metal can be used in the field. For
deployment, the Vibrocorer is lowered with the Weightstand hanging on its
guidelines form the Vibrohead. The Float Package is hooked-up to the
guidelines when the Vibrohead reaches the deck level. After coring and pull-up
the system is retrieved in the reverse way. In case of limited deck space or
overhead clearance, or to further accelerate the procedure at sea, the
Weightstand can be left in as overboard cradle.
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Manufacturer
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(kg)
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Limitations

Handling Requirements

267

210

600m

Core tube length up to 6m
(operational height)
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Vibrocorer (Rigid-Frame Mode)
McGregor GeoScience Limited operates a Rossfelder P-5 Vibrocore.
Rossfelder vibrocorers can operate in the Buoyant-Frame Mode or in the RigidFrame Mode. The patented Buoyant-Frame arrangement is a very efficient and
easy way to deploy the vibrocorers, leaving the use of the Rigid-Frame for such
special situations as insufficient water-depths or strong currents. With the
Buoyant-Frame, the Vibrocorer is maintained in proper vertical position by two
guidelines held taut between a Float Package and a Weightstand. The larger
Weightstand is provided with ballast boxes so the easy-to-find ballasting
material such as lead bags or scrap metal can be used in the field. For
deployment, the Vibrocorer is lowered with the Weightstand hanging on its
guidelines form the Vibrohead. The Float Package is hooked-up to the
guidelines when the Vibrohead reaches the deck level. After coring and pull-up
the system is retrieved in the reverse way. In case of limited deck space or
overhead clearance, or to further accelerate the procedure at sea, the
Weightstand can be left in as overboard cradle.
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